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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate a nonlinear compensation technique with two different architectures using direct modulation (DM) and external modulation (EM) techniques, termed as DM based frequency dithering (DMFD) and EM based frequency dithering (EMFD). We show that DMFD and EMFD methods operate substantially different in radio-over-fiber (RoF) system by optimizing the dithering technique relative to the LTE technology. The proposed techniques are only applicable if the condition of \( f_d < f_s < f_{fas} \) is met, where \( f_d \) represents the dithering boundary limit of 14 MHz, \( f_s \) is DMFD signal frequency and \( f_{fas} \) is the RoF carrier frequency. Analysis of the optical launch power for DMFD and EMFD methods reveal that the stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) threshold is above ~6 dBm for the LTE-RoF system. In addition, we also unveil that DMFD and EMFD methods do not introduce additional distortion for the linear and optimum optical launch power regions, which are frequency chirp driven regions. If the given condition is met, the proposed method improves the LTE-RoF system without any shortcoming. Finally, at 10 dBm launch power, DMFD and EMFD methods exhibits an average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain of ~5.95 dB and ~7.71 dB, respectively.

Index Terms—Long Term Evolution (LTE); Radio-over-fiber (RoF); Nonlinear Compensation; Optical OFDM (OOFDM)

I. INTRODUCTION

The actively growing end user subscriptions with bandwidth hungry, high specification, real-time, and delay-sensitive applications have been driving the mobile communications technology to continuously progress forward. The 3rd generation partnership program (3GPP) established a standard known as the LTE to support the rapidly evolving mobile communication requirements [1].

In the radio access network of LTE, eNodeB (eNB) functions as the base station (BS) similar to the global system for mobile communications (GSM) and universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS) BSs. However, the eNB provides the real-time operation via a 2-node architecture, without an external central controller. The 2-node architecture is achievable because the eNB architecture is designed with built-in central controller with a radio access network, and such evolution leads to costly infrastructure expansion. In addition, the vastly allocated spectrums for LTE in urban locations throughout the world are either 2.6 GHz or 1.8 GHz [2] where the drawback is the excessive loss on the wireless propagation. As a result the eNB cell radius is limited to 1 km in urban operating conditions [3]. The throughput for the user equipment (UE) at the cell edge is ~20 Mb/s from the maximum of 100 Mb/s owing to the deteriorating SNR, thus resulting in consecutive deployment of eNB at every 1 km radius in urban areas [3]. Such drastic deployment of eNB is necessary to maintain the high data throughput, which is the priority of the LTE technology.

In order to solve the problem of limited eNB cell radius, we recently proposed and extended the eNB cell radius by using a simple amplifying and forwarding (AF) type relay node (RN). The cell extension with AF type RN is only achievable due to the adoption of the RoF technology as the interface between eNB and RN [4-7]. In other word, instead of eNB, RN delivers LTE signal to UE at the cell edge. We performed a thorough LTE-RoF system integration both theoretically [4] and experimentally [5, 7] for single antenna systems. For multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) applications, both theoretical and experimental LTE-RoF system design was demonstrated in [6]. A new propagation region known as the optimum optical launch power region was introduced in our previous work, which exhibited a minimum system penalty within the optical launch power range of ~3 to ~2 dBm. The distortion experienced by the LTE-RoF system that degrades the quality of service (QoS) for optical launch power of < -3 dBm is linear in nature. For optical launch power of > 2 dBm, the nonlinear distortions are more detrimental compared to linear impairments. The distortions that occur below optical launch power of -3 dBm could easily be mitigated by utilizing an optical amplifier. But, such a solution is not applicable for optical launch power of > 2 dBm, due to its inherent nonlinear characteristics.

Compensating the nonlinear distortion provides an additional optical launch power gain that can minimize the power splitting losses between a single eNB and multiple RNs,
The proposed system is only affected by SPM and SBS. In order to XPM, FWM and SRS are clearly negligible [8, 9]. Hence, the RoF system utilizes a single wavelength in the C-band, which is transmitted through a single mode fiber (SMF); therefore power [10].

Apart from optical launch power, SBS also depends on the optical fiber effective area. Sauer et al [13] utilized an enhanced SBS threshold optical fiber, which is designed with a bigger effective area to compensate for SBS. Enhanced SBS threshold optical fiber is not applicable for our system, because the whole idea of the proposed LTE-RoF integration is based on the existing legacy of SMF backhaul to maintain a lower deployment cost [5].

A. Proposed Solution

Taking into account of single wavelength based operation with reduced system complexity with SMF, we proposed both DMFD and EMFD methods to mitigate SBS effect in a RoF system [14]. The proposed method effectively compensates for SBS by introducing intentional laser linewidth broadening, which stops the formation of grating induced by acoustic phonons, thus reducing the back-reflected power. The SBS compensation with frequency dithering, utilizing a phase modulator, was demonstrated in [9, 15] for the cable television (CATV) technology. In this scheme the dithering frequency must be twice the highest signal frequency for both CATV [16] and RoF applications [14]. However, no optimization was carried out to determine \( f_d \) and power limitations for laser based dithering. Since the frequency dithering method operates solely based on frequency chirping, the investigation on the effectiveness of the proposed method with two different optical modulators is crucial as DM induces an additional frequency chirp that further deteriorates the system performance, and contrariwise for EM.

In this paper we will extend on the comprehensively presented findings of [14], which shows the possibility of adopting laser based frequency dithering technique in RoF. Here we extend the work by optimizing \( f_d \) and power of the dithering signal relative to the LTE RoF system to provide an explicit guideline for system designers. In addition, this paper will provide a complete solution of DFMD and EMFD methods for LTE-RoF system, by including the analysis of quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), and 64-QAM schemes. The complete solution will also determine if an intentional additional frequency chirp via dithering will further deteriorate DM system, and the actual impact of utilizing DMFD method over EMFD method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the experimental system and the theoretical background. Section III presents and discusses the obtained results. Finally, Section IV concludes the findings of the paper.
II. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

Fig. 2 depicts the DMFD and EMFD system architecture for SBS mitigation in LTE-RoF link, and the relevant system parameters are presented in Table I. The background principals of the proposed system are as follows:

A. LTE Baseband and Passband

The LTE signal generation is performed via a vector signal generator (VSG). In the baseband, the single carrier modulations (SCMs) are composed of QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM schemes. The baseband signal can be expressed as:

\[ S(n) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{m=0}^{N-1} X(m)e^{j2\pi mn/N}, \]

where \( n = 0, 1, \ldots, N-1 \) is the time domain index. The up conversion of \( S(n) \) after a digital-to-analog converter can be described as:

\[ S_{RF}(t) = \text{Re}\{S(t)\*\cos(\omega_{RF}(t))\} + \text{Im}\{S(t)\*\sin(\omega_{RF}(t))\}, \]

\( \omega_{RF} = 2\pi f_{RF} \),

where \( S_{RF}(t) \) is the passband radio frequency (RF) OFDM signal generated at \( f_{RF} \) of 2.6 GHz and 2 dBm transmit power.

B. DMFD Signal

Two types of optical modulators are used in this paper, first is the DM via distributed feedback laser (DFB), and second is the EM via Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) with a DFB laser acting as the optical carrier source. The DFB laser source utilized for both DM and EM are intentionally dithered or frequency chirped with a DMFD and EMFD signal \( S_d(t) \), respectively, to broaden the linewidth of the laser. It is important to state that applying \( S_d(t) \) directly to MZM will not dither the optical carrier as EM is not affected by frequency chirp. The DFB laser experience frequency dithering when \( f_d < f_{RF} \) for RoF applications.

If \( |f_d| > |f_{RF}| \), then \( f_d \) will not generate the dithering phenomenon due to the existing 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) order harmonics in that frequency region. In other word, the DFB laser have already experienced frequency chirping from the modulation of \( S_{RF}(t) \) and its 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) order harmonics, where in this case it is within the vicinity of 2.6 GHz and 5.2 GHz, respectively. Therefore, if \( f_d \) is above \( f_{RF} \), it does not induce any additional chirping. However, \( f_d \) does not display similar characteristic for the baseband system, because the baseband signal itself will be centered or close to the direct current. In this paper, the \( S_d(t) \) signal generated via the continuous wave generator (CWG), will be optimized and analyzed conforming to the condition of \( f_d << f_{RF} \). \( S_d(t) \) is then combined with \( S_d(t) \) prior to DM and EM.

C. Direct Modulation

The first optical modulation method is DM with the injection current \( I_{inj}(t) = S_{RF}(t) + S_d(t) \). The principal of DM by adopting the intensity modulation can be expressed using the laser rate equation shown in [18]. Since frequency chirping is an integral part of frequency dithering, equation 4 describes the chirp phenomenon [4]:

\[ Z(t) = e^{-\frac{t - t_{s}}{\tau_c}} Z(t_0) + \int_{t_0}^{t} e^{-\frac{t - t'}{\tau_c}} \frac{1}{e V} I_{inj}(t')dt', \]

where \( Z(t) \) is the instantaneous process of electron hole recombination with respect to \( \Gamma \) mode confinement factor, \( \tau_c \) is the carrier decay rate, \( t_s \) is the beginning of a symbol period, \( t_{inj} \) is the symbol period and \( t \) is the continuously varying time of the input signal, \( e \) is the electronic charge, and \( V \) is the volume. The first term of (4) is the initial condition and the second term presents the actual integral of the input signal that is bounded within the mode confinement factor. Since an integral function of a sinusoidal signal is a cosinusoidal signal as a result of phase variation. Therefore, the integral of \( I_{inj}(t) \)
results in the signal phase and envelope variations, which directly represents the refractive index change of DFB and deduce the characteristic of frequency chirp.

In DM we use a DFB laser at the operating wavelength of 1551.11 nm, biased at 60 mA and injecting $S_{RF}(t)$ at 2 dBm for optimum performance [7].

**D. External Modulation**

The second optical modulation method adopted in this paper is MZM based EM with the operation described as follows [19]:

$$E_o(t) = E_i \cos \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \frac{(S_{RF}(t) + S_d) + V_{bias}}{V_x} \right) \right] e^{-\frac{\pi}{2} \left( \frac{(S_{RF}(t) + S_d) + V_{bias}}{V_x} \right)},$$

where $E_o(t)$ and $E_i$ are the output and input optical fields of the MZM, respectively, $V_{bias}$ is the MZM biasing voltage, and $V_x$ is the half-wave voltage. An Avanex X-cut single drive MZM was utilized in the experimental work, which was biased at the quadrature point. The $S_{RF}(t)$ power was maintained at 2 dBm level for consistency.

**E. Principal of Laser Dithering**

The intentional dithering of the DFB laser for both DM and EM for linewidth broadening can be described from the Van-der-Pol model of laser noise [20]:

$$\Delta \phi(t)^2 = \frac{\zeta(1 + \alpha^2)(t)}{2n\tau_p},$$

$$\Delta \phi(t)^2 = \frac{2(t)}{\tau_{coh}},$$

where $\alpha$ is the linewidth enhancement factor, $n$ is the number of photons in the laser resonator and $\tau_{coh}$ is the coherence time of the laser, which is related to the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the DFB laser linewidth by:

$$\Delta \nu_{FWHM} = \frac{2}{\tau_{coh}}.$$  

The effect $S_d(t)$ is approximately equivalent of producing multiple random spontaneous emission events, which leads to a Wiener process to the phase of the DFB laser [21]:

$$\Delta S_d(t)^2 = \frac{2(t)}{\tau_{coh}},$$

where $\tau_{coh}$ is the coherence time of $S_d(t)$. The original coherence time of the DFB laser is $\tau_{coh}$, but by applying the random phase modulation with $S_d(t)$, the new reduced effective coherence time of the laser at the FWHM is:

$$\frac{1}{\tau_{coh}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{coh}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{coh}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{coh}},$$

where the reduced coherence time is equivalent to a broadened linewidth. From (8), it is clear that the optical signal propagates along SMF with a broader linewidth and is capable of blocking the formation of SBS grating, thus resulting in the reduced back-reflected power.

In order to investigate the impact of DMFD and EMFD methods in the linear region, and nonlinear regions [5], the optical launch power is varied between -8 to 10 dBm. The lower values of optical launch power are achieved via Link A of Fig. 2, which consists of a variable optical attenuator. The erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and the optical bandpass filter (OBPF) in the Link A are only utilized for the link span of $\geq$50 km to compensate for the SMF loss as the photodetector responsivity is low. The Link B is utilized for higher values of optical launch power analysis and achieved via the aid of EDFA.

**F. SMF**

The transmission medium in this paper is based on SMF in the range of 10, 35, and 50 km. The nonlinear Schrodinger model that governs both the linear and nonlinear propagation can be adopted from [5]. At the receiver direct detection (DD) scheme using the Newport D8-ir photodetector is adopted. Following photodetection, the received RF LTE signal $R_{RF}$ is amplified via a low noise amplifier and demodulated via the signal analyzer (SA).

**III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**A. Optimization of Dithering Signal**

In order to further investigate the dithering signal, an optimization of the dithering signal frequency and power will be carried out, and the outcome will be observed via the relative impact on the LTE-RoF signal transmitted at 2.6 GHz. Fig. 3 presents the optimization of the dithering signal at optical launch power of 10 dBm with a transmission span of 10 km, and the corresponding error vector magnitude (EVM) response for the LTE signal. We aim to achieve an EVM of 8% in the system design according to 3GPP LTE requirement [22]. The x-axis of Fig. 3 is the varying frequency of the dithering signal with RF power in the y-axis, and the response of the variation is shown in z-axis as the LTE signal EVM.

In Fig. 3, launching the dithering signal between 100 kHz and 14 MHz significantly increases the EVM rate. At 0 dBm the RF power and 100 kHz dithering signal frequency increases the EVM rate to ~4.98%, while increasing the power to 10 dBm resulted in EVM of ~49.4%. The result from [14] indicates that the uncompensated EVM at optical launch power of 10 dBm was >6%, which also will be shown in Section III. C. Transmitting the dithering signal at 100 kHz does compensate the SBS, but not effectively. This is because, the intermodulation (IMD) product arising from the mixing of dithering signal at 100 kHz and LTE signal at 2.6 GHz falls within the 20 MHz bandwidth of LTE signal. The higher RF power of 10 dBm for the dithering signal further distorts the LTE signal due to the increasing power level of the IMD product.

It is clear that as the dithering signal frequency increases, the EVM decreases until the transition at 15 MHz, where the EVM completely drops to ~1.48% at 0 dBm RF power. The mixing between dithering and LTE signals at 15 MHz and 2.6 GHz, respectively, resulted in the IMD product at 2.585 GHz, which is the explicit out-of-band IMD re-growth point. From dithering signal frequency of 15 MHz to 2.5 GHz, the observed EVM is as low as ~1.35% by increasing the RF power to 10 dBm. Higher dithering signal power has the potential of increasing the laser linewidth, as more peaks will
cross the FWHM limit. It is shown that further broadening of the linewidth offers higher potential for SBS compensation, however the improvement is insignificant. In line with DFB laser manufacturer recommendation of driving with 62 dBmV of average RF signal for only 60 seconds, the dithering signal power level was not increased beyond 10 dBm to ensure that the laser is not damaged.

For dithering signal above 2.5 GHz, the effect of SBS compensation reduces as the frequency chirping has already occurred in that frequency range by modulating the LTE signal. A sharp peak can be observed when the dithering signal reaches 2.6 GHz, which is due to the modulation within the bandwidth of LTE signal. Launching the dithering signal above 2.6 GHz resulted in an average EVM of ~6.45%, which achieved a close proximity with the uncompensated EVM of ~6.57%. The overall optimization of dithering method has shown that the frequency should not be lower and higher than 15 MHz and 2.5 GHz, respectively hence the expression of \( f_L < f_d < f_{RF} \) can be rewritten as \( f_L < f_d < f_R \), where \( f_L \) represents the dithering boundary limit of 14 MHz.

**B. SNR Penalty Analysis**

We have shown that the condition of the dithering signal has changed to \( f_L < f_d < f_{RF} \). Since the frequency dithering method operates based on frequency chirping, the investigation on the effectiveness of this method with different optical modulators is crucial as DM induces PFC and contrariwise for EMs. Figs. 4(a), (b), and (c) depict the optical launch power against the SNR penalty for QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM systems, respectively, modulated onto DMFD and EMFD topologies, and transmitted over 10, 35, and 50 km SMF spans.

There are three major distinctive regions, see Fig. 4, namely; (I) linear region- PFC and chromatic dispersion (CD) induced distortions, (II) intermixing region- reduced distortion achieved by interaction between CD and PFC with SPM and SBS, and finally (III) nonlinear region- nonlinearity based distortion from SPM and SBS effects. Regions I and II are PFC dependents. Although frequency dithering method induces frequency chirp, both DMFD and EMFD systems demonstrate resilience towards the intentional frequency chirp, thus the LTE-RoF response for regions I and II are more or less unchanged. The intentional linewidth broadening of DFB laser resulted in a linewidth of ~37.47 MHz [14], which indicates a smaller linewidth compared to conventional Fabry-Perot laser that exhibits a linewidth in the range of ~150 MHz [23], hence the invariable characteristic in regions I and II.

Since it is clear from Fig. 4 that both DMFD and EMFD methods are only effective for the region III.B and therefore the SBS threshold for the proposed system is ~6 dBm. The region III.A does not exhibit any changes from the intentional linewidth broadening for both optical modulators due to the domination of SPM. In other word, between ~2 dBm and ~6 dBm, the nonlinear distortion is in the form of amplitude to phase coupling, with no involvement of scattering or back-reflecting power.

The discussion on Fig. 4 is focused on optical launch power levels of 8 dBm and 10 dBm within the region III.B due to the effectiveness of the proposed method in this range. Only 10 and 50 km transmission spans are contemplated as the best and worst case scenarios, respectively. Overall, the system with DM demonstrated an average of ~3 dB additional penalty compared to EM for LTE RoF system due to the PFC. At optical launch power of 8 dBm in Figs. 4(a), (b), and (c) for QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM, the DMFD system SNR improvements observed for the 10 km span is ~2.33 dB, ~2.25 dB and ~2.5 dB, respectively, while the EMFD method achieved improvements of ~1.84 dB, ~2.1 dB, ~2.68 dB, respectively, for the same transmission span. The SNR gains are a measurement of the differences between uncompensated and compensated SBS link, as indicated in the region III.B of Fig. 4. For the case of 50 km transmission span at the aforementioned optical launch power, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM exhibit SNR improvements of ~5.04 dB, ~4.39 dB
and ~4.59 dB, respectively for the DMFD method, while the EMFD method resulted in SNR improvements of ~6.04 dB, ~6.02 dB, and ~6.16 dB, respectively. For 50 km transmission span, dithering for DM improved the SNR of the DMFD method by ~5.79 dB, ~8.37 dB, and ~8.51 dB, respectively. In the case of optical launch power of 10 dBm and 10 km transmission span, the DMFD method with QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM achieved SNR gains of ~3.2 dB, ~3.31 dB, and ~3.55 dB, respectively, while the SNR improvements for the EMFD method is ~1.95 dB, ~2.3 dB, and ~3 dB, respectively. For 50 km transmission span, dithering at optical launch power of 10 dBm improved the SNR of the DMFD method by ~6.04 dB, ~6.02 dB, and ~5.79 dB for QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM, respectively, while the EMFD method experienced SNR gains of ~7.14 dB, ~7.62 dB, and ~8.37 dB, respectively.

The improvement pattern for both DMFD and EMFD methods shows that the deterioration induced by SBS is critical as the transmission span increases. Both system architectures are limited to the transmission span of 50 km, as the proposed method unable to compensate the LTE signal and achieve EVM below 8% for the transmission span above 50 km, which will be discussed in the following section with reference to Fig. 5.

C. EVM Analysis

Since the SNR penalty analysis only unfolds the system deterioration or improvement in the perspective of out-of-band distortion, then to understand the explicit system impact at the baseband level, it is very important to utilize EVM to measure the explicit in-band distortion. Figs. 5(a), (b), and (c) depict the EVM metric of QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM systems, respectively, where the aim is to achieve lower than the 8% limit set by 3GPP. The response of regions I, II and III in Fig. 5 corresponds to the same characteristics introduced in Fig. 4. Regions I and II also shows that it is not affected by the intentional frequency chirping introduced by frequency dithering, which agrees well with results shown in Fig. 4.

The measured data for the highest optical launch power of 10 dBm, of DMFD and EMFD topologies are given in Table II. Concentrating in the region III.B, at optical launch power of 8 dBm, EMFD topology enables the LTE RoF system to achieve EVM below 8% for QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. However, the 64-QAM LTE RoF system with the DMFD topology resulted in an EVM of ~8.2%, which is higher than the 8% limit. At 10 dBm optical launch power, both DMFD and EMFD topologies exceeded the LTE EVM limit. Although the EMFD system is superior to the DMFD system by an average of ~3 dB SNR gain, EVM differences are comparatively small showing the effectiveness of the DMFD system with reduced system complexity for LTE RoF applications.

Considering the highest data rate (64-QAM) and the highest transmission span (50 km), dithering for DM improved the EVM from ~12.88% to ~8.2% and EM from ~12.67% to ~7.89% for 8 dBm, while 10 dBm attained an EVM improvement of ~15.02% to ~8.81% for DM and ~14.89% to ~8.51% for EM. Now, with the optimized nonlinear

![Fig. 4: Optical launch power against SNR penalty analysis for SBS compensation in (a) QPSK, (b) 16-QAM, and (c) 64-QAM with DMFD and EMFD methods over 10 km to 50 km transmission spans.](image)

![Fig. 5: Optical launch power against EVM for SBS compensation in (a) QPSK, (b) 16-QAM, and (c) 64-QAM with DMFD and EMFD methods over 10 km to 50 km transmission spans.](image)
compensator, we are able to achieve EVM rates for higher optical launch power levels similar to the optimum optical launch power (~3 to ~2 dBm), except for longer span transmission. However, if longer transmission span is required in a network design, then forward error correction can be employed in conjunction with our proposed optimized nonlinear compensation technique.

Finally, this paper covered the nonlinear optimization of downlink transmission. The uplink system performance will be similar with our proposed nonlinear optimized link, because [24] demonstrated a full duplex LTE RoF system at low optical launch power, where with a unified transmission system, both downlink and uplink performs the same.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed and demonstrated the nonlinear compensation of LTE-RoF system based on DMFD and EMFD methods. A thorough optimization was carried out for the dithering signal, the investigation revealed that the condition of the dithering signal should meet the requirement of \( f_d < f_1 < f_m \). It was also found that increasing the power of the dithering signal will increase the effectiveness of SBS compensation proportionally; however the EVM improvement was insignificant. The analysis between DMFD and EMFD methods showed that EM exhibited a ~3dB average SNR gain over DM, however both systems achieved close proximity in the EVM measurement.
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